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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this user guide is to provide a brief overview of the contents of fondsportalen.dk and
VP Fondsregister. To give you the best possible overview, please read this guide with the system open
at the features described - so that you can use these together with the mouse-over information.

1.2

fondsportalen.dk

fondsportalen.dk is a web platform established for VP SECURITIES A/S (VP) and NASDAQ OMX,
Copenhagen (NASDAQ OMX) that is to be used when reporting information about new bonds. This
includes bonds to be book entered at both or just one of the aforementioned.
The flow through fondsportalen.dk is started by creating a bond draft. The information in the draft
version can be added to and amended over a period of time.
If the bond is to be book entered in VP and at NASDAQ OMX, you must create the VP draft first. When
ready, and just before registration at VP, you must go to the NASDAQ OMX draft and copy all relevant
information with one click from the VP draft. After doing this, you can finish the NASDAQ OMX draft
by filling in the last remaining information and sending it to NASDAQ OMX.
All information to be copied from the VP draft is ticked in the NASDAQ OMX draft with the

icon.

When all of the information is in place, the bond is sent for registration in VP and registration at
Nasdaq CPH. Registration in VP and submission of the request for registration at Nasdaq CPH take
place separately, but must be sent before the bond's publication date.
It is not possible to report information for shares, unit trust certificates and warrants to OMX via
fondsportalen.dk

1.3

VP Fondsregister

VP Fondsregister is the register in which all information concerning securities in VP is stored. This
includes both shares and bonds, etc.
When all information concerning a new instrument has been added to a draft, and this draft has been
sent for registration in VP, the instrument is updated in VP Fondsregister.
The information is subsequently updated via the VP Fondsregister menu in vp.ONLINE™.
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2 General
2.1

Navigation

When accessing vp.ONLINE™ (Figure 1), different sub-menus can be selected. You can only see the
menus to which you have access.

Figure 1. Menu in vp.ONLINE™.

2.1.1 fondsportalen.dk via main menu
The menu in fondsportalen.dk appears as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Menu in fondsportalen.dk.

Registration and correction of a bond draft takes place via fondsportalen.dk.

2.1.2 VP Fondsregister via main menu
The menu in VP Fondsregister appears as shown in Figure 3:

Figure 3. Menu in VP Fondsregister.

A VP registered bond is updated via VP Fondsregister, while bond drafts are created via
fondsportalen.dk, see above, section 2.1.1.
All creation and updating of shares, unit trust certificates and warrants take place via VP
Fondsregister.

2.1.3 Function menu via search result
A function menu appears in search results, from where you can perform various actions for an
occurrence in the search result.
The function menu is displayed by clicking on a row in the search result:
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Figure 4. Example of function menu.

You will only see the actions that you can perform for the occurrence in question. Clicking on the
required action will take you to the selected function.

2.1.4 Navigation between tabs, on the bond draft
When a bond draft is created or changed, the information is divided into groups that are displayed as
tabs for VP data and Nasdaq CPH data, respectively.
Navigation between tabs can take place in two different ways:



By clicking on the Previous and Next buttons.
Clicking on the Previous button saves the information on the tab and switches to the previous
relevant tab.
Clicking on the Next button saves the information on the tab and switches to the next
relevant tab.



Tab selection.
Clicking on the tab's name saves the information and switches to the selected tab.

Clicking on the Save button in the bottom right-hand corner of the tab saves the information and you
will stay in the tab in question.

2.1.5 Navigation between tabs, on other drafts
When information for shares, unit trust certificates or warrants is to be registered or changed, the
information is grouped as tabs. This division is made for both drafts and registrered/published
instruments.
Navigation between tabs is by clicking on the required tab. On switching between the tabs, the
information is saved automatically. You can also save by clicking on the Save button, which is found in
the bottom right-hand corner of all tabs. After clicking on Save, you will stay in the tab in question.

2.1.6 Navigation between menus and screens
To return to a previous screen, you cannot use the browser's Back button, but must use either the
Back or Cancel button on the screen, or select the menu item you wish to return to.

2.2
2.2.1

Search
Structure of search screens

The search facility in VP Fondsregister is built up using tabs. There is a Search/Display (All) tab, which
is a general search across all instrument types. There is also a tab for each type of instrument under
which a detailed search can be made for the individual type of instrument.
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In general for all tabs, the information is grouped in logical units that are framed in a box. The box is
marked +/- , on which you can click to unfold/fold the box and view the information that can be
searched.

Figure 5. Displays the search tabs.

2.2.2

Options via search result

Search by clicking on Search, and a search result will appear. Via this search list you can view/display
all published instruments, and change your own instruments.

2.2.2.1

Search/display (All)

If you search via the Search/Display (All) tab and tick the Search among all Issuing Agents field, you
will search all the instruments registered in VP Fondsregister, and the search result may consist of all
types of instrument. In the function menu, only one Display option will be available, which means that
you cannot make changes to your own instruments searched via this tab.
If you search without ticking the Search among all Issuing Agents field, you will only search the
instruments for which you are responsible yourself. Once again, it is not possible to change
instruments searched via this tab.

2.2.2.2

Bond

If you search via the Bonds tab, you will search among all of your own bonds in VP Fondsregister.
Clicking on a bond in the search result will display a function menu. Your possible actions will be
listed, depending on the loan's details and status, see section 6.1 Opportunities in search result.

2.2.2.3

Shares, unit trust certificates or warrants

If you search via the Share, Unit trust certificate or Warrant tab, you will search among all of your own
instruments of this type in VP Fondsregister. Clicking on a row in the search result will display a
function menu. Your possible actions will be listed, depending on your rights, see the 8.1
Opportunities for details in search result.

2.2.2.4

Rights

If you search via the Rights tab, you will search among all of your own instruments of this type in VP
Fondsregister. Clicking on a row in the search result will display a function menu. In the function
menu, only one Display option will be accessible, as rights are changed by VP’s CSD Services after
receipt of the form with required changes.
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2.2.3

Set-up of search criteria

Some fields are marked with an asterisk (*). In these fields, you can search by part of a name or
number by adding an asterisk instead of the part that is not significant. The asterisk may be in front
of, between or behind the significant characters.
If a field only displays an asterisk, all occurrences are displayed.
In fields where the values are listed as separate choices preceded by a box, you can select the value
by clicking on the box, to add a tick. If you click on the box again, the tick will disappear and the value
will be unselected. Several values for a field can be searched at the same time, just by ticking all of the
values to be searched.
In some fields, the values are set up as options, preceded by a bullet. Fields searched in this way are
typically Yes/No fields. As a starting point, neither Yes nor No is selected, and both values are
searched. To search Yes, select this value by clicking on the bullet preceding Yes.
If you have set up many search criteria and you wish to remove all of these set-ups, click on the Reset
button. Note that this resets both the search criteria set and the variably structured search list. See
section 2.2.4 for details.
Search of all fields can be combined in the searches.
Search will display the results matching the search criteria in a search list. The appearance of this
search list is fixed, but can be changed as you require, see section 2.2.4 for a description.

2.2.4

Structure of variable search list

For all instruments, you can choose which information to add to the search list. It is thus possible,
from search to search, to create a variable appearance of the search list.
When you set up the search criterion, there is a box to the left for each detail in the search display.
Clicking on the box sets a tick to indicate that the information appears in the search list as a column.
Clicking on the box again removes the tick, and the information is not included in the search list.
The information can be included in the search list, even if no search criterion has been set up for the
field; and vice versa, a field can be searched without having to include the information as a column in
the search list.
If you have ticked many boxes, and you wish all of the ticks to be removed again, click on the Reset
button. Note that this functionality resets both the search criteria set (see the above section 2.2.3)
and the variably structured search list.

Figure 6. Example of the search criterion ticked.
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2.2.5

Sorting of search result

All lists can be sorted by most columns. This is performed by clicking on the heading of the column to
be sorted by. The column heading will display an indicator as an upward or downward arrow.
An upward arrow indicates sorting in ascending order and a downward arrow indicates sorting in
descending order.

Figure 7. Example of sorting indicator.

Some columns are not sorted alphabetically, but by groups.

2.3

Calendar function to set date

A calendar icon
is displayed after all date fields. Clicking on this icon allows you to select a date. If
the field can only contain banking days, it will only be possible to select a banking day.

2.4

Help functions

For most fields there is an explanatory text. This is displayed by clicking on the field's lead text when a
question
is displayed at the cursor. The help text is displayed in a grey box to the right in the
screen.
If there is no explanatory text, the

is not displayed.

On many screen displays there is also a
icon in the bottom left-hand corner. Clicking on this opens
a new window that contains all of the help texts for the screen in question.

2.5

Download as XML

Clicking on Download as XML in the drop-down menu at the top of the screen opens a new window in
which you can either open a window in which you can view the information in XML format, or save
the information as a file.
This opportunity is available for bonds for display of VP draft, Nasdaq CPH draft, VP registered bonds
bond, interest details and instalment details.

2.6

Display as print-friendly edition (PDF)

Clicking on Display as print-friendly edition (PDF) in the drop-down menu at the top of the screen
opens a new window in which you can either open the print and then print it out, or save the print as
a file.
This is possible for display of VP draft, Nasdaq CPH draft, VP registered bond, interest details and
instalment details, and for all shares, rights, warrants and unit trust certificates. This is also possible
for the search list.
If you do not have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer, it can be installed via the link in
the log-in screen.
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2.7

Download as CSV

Clicking on Download as CSV in the drop-down menu at the top of the screen opens a new window in
which you can either open or save.
If you select Open, all information is transferred to Microsoft Excel, after which you can freely search
and edit the information transferred, e.g. its layout, and also save it in an Excel spreadsheet. On
selecting Save you can immediately save the information as a search-list file.
This option is only available for the search list.

2.8 Enquiry access
It is possible to be registered as a user with enquiry access.
Enquiry access gives access to the Display functions. Depending on the instrument type, access is then
given to relevant information, such as Simulate redemption due dates or Simulate interest periods, for
bonds. For all type of instruments, Download as XML and Display as print-friendly edition, as well as
Download as CSV, will be available.

2.9 Import of own data is possible in some places
In the system, for Opening information it is possible to import own data using ordinary copy/paste. If
you have an Excel spreadsheet with all relevant dates for the opening information, in order to register
a bond, you can use the import facility.

Figure 8. Example of a bond for which opening information can be imported.

If you first activate Get from instalment, most of the opening information will be built up
automatically from Opening date to Closing date, based on the data entered on the instalment side.
If you then select Import own data, a screen (shown in Figure 9) will appear, to which, by column, you
can copy/paste your remaining date information.
If you select Add new row, a row will open so that it will be possible to state one more set of dates for
the opening information.
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Figure 9. Example of a new row of opening information.

When data has been input, clicking on Save will perform a few controls and, if processing is error-free,
return the relevant data to the opening information screen.

Figure 10. Example of import of (own)data.

Only Import columns with content will overwrite equivalent information in the underlying "Opening
information" screen.
At the bottom of the Opening information screen (see Figure 8) is the "Validate opening information"
button. Activating this button validates the internal relation between the dates shown on the page.
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3 Create draft
To create a draft for shares, unit trust certificates or warrants, you must go to vp.ONLINE™ under the
menu VP Fondsregister » Create draft.
To create a bond draft via fondsportalen.dk, select the menu Bond drafts » Create bond draft.
The aforementioned functions share in common that when the menu item is selected you are taken
to the Search and select issuer agreement (see section 3.1) function, if you have several agreements,
and otherwise you are taken directly to the Create new draft screen (see section 3.2).

3.1 Search and select issuer agreement
In this screen, from the list you select the issuer agreement that is to be the basis for registration. You
are then taken to the Create new draft screen (see section 3.2).

3.2

Create new draft

This screen displays information about the issuer from the selected agreement, together with a list of
ISINs that are allocated to the issuer in question.
If a new ISIN is to be allocated, click on the Create ISIN link, which takes you to the Create ISIN
function.
See the ISIN administration in vp.ONLINE™ guide for a description of how an ISIN is ordered.
When you have been allocated a new ISIN, it will be included in the list when you return to it.
Tick the ISIN in the list to be used and click on the Create draft button.
If you are working under a share agreement, on creation it must be ticked whether a share or a
warrant is to be created.
If a foreign instrument is to be created, enter the foreign ISIN, and tick whether the instrument is to
be listed on Nasdaq CPH. During creation, a 7-digit Danish ISIN is allocated, which can be viewed in
Display VP (see section 5.2.1) and Display details (see section 6.1.1 and section 8.1.1).
It is possible to copy the information from another instrument – either a draft or a VP registered
instrument, created under the same agreement – by entering the ISIN for this instrument in the Copy
data from another ISIN field and then clicking on the Create draft button.
If you are creating a bond, depending on whether the selected ISIN is to be registered in VP and/or
listed on Nasdaq CPH, after clicking on the Create draft button you will be taken to various screens:



Registered in VP and listed on Nasdaq CPH.
You are taken directly to Draft for VP (see section 4), where there is a link, Draft for NASDAQ
CPH. Clicking on this link will take you to Draft for Nasdaq CPH.



Registered in VP
You are taken directly to Draft for VP (see section 4), and there is no link to Draft for Nasdaq
CPH.
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Listed on Nasdaq CPH.
You are taken directly to Draft for Nasdaq CPH (see section 4.2).

For creation of a share, unit trust certificate or warrant, you will be taken to either:



Create share
You are taken directly to Draft for VP (see section 7), with Share-specific entry fields.



Create unit trust certificate
You are taken directly to Draft for VP (see section 7), with Unit trust certificate-specific entry
fields.



Create warrant
You are taken directly to Draft for VP (see section 7), with Warrant-specific entry fields.
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4 Bond draft (fondsportalen.dk)
4.1

Draft for VP

Draft for VP is divided into six parts, which each have a tab. Click on the tabs to switch between the
different parts. To enter the information in chronological order, which is recommended, complete the
fields on the first tab, and then click on the Next button at the bottom of the tab.
The tabs that are not relevant for the bond in question due to the current selection of Redemption
profile, Interest type or Listed on stock exchange/marketplace, cannot be selected.

4.1.1 Static data (VP bond draft static data)
On this tab static data is added for a VP-issued bond.
As the information is entered, some of it will be used to build up the CFI code. This concerns the
following fields:
Redemption profile
Interest type
Issue category
Conversion type
Principal guarantee
Convertible

VP publication date. On this date, the bond information is published by VP.
Refinancing risk. The refinancing risk is controlled for bonds that are subject to a possible extension cf.
LAW no. 244 of 19/3-2014 “Law about changes to law on mortgage loans and mortgage bonds,
particularly covered bonds etc.”.
A control marking means that the bond under special circumstances will not be payed out to investors
on the original agreed upon maturity date, but will be extended – fully or partly – to maturity at a
later time – and with an increased nominal interest rate in the extension period due to the
circumstances.
The possible extension must be decided and registered in the Fondsregister before notification about
the original maturity is published on the publication date.
The bonds publication date entered in “instalments” must be determined on the basis of these
conditions.
If the Issuing Agent afterwards enters a decision date for an extension, the bond will have to be
changed to have variable interest, hereafter the maturity extension can take place med the addition
of the increased interest rate beginning after the original maturity date.
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Owner registration permitted. The issuer can receive investor information if the issuer has stated this
in the prospectus/terms, cf. Section 36 (3) and (4) of the Danish Executive Order on the registration
etc. of electronic securities in a Central Securities Depositary.
To enable the issuer to enforce this opportunity, the issuing agent must - by creating static data for
the bond - register the necessary relevant information in VP's securities register by ticking "Owner
registration permitted".
The tick must naturally only be set when the stated precondition exists. Ticking of on a registered,
issued bond CANNOT later be removed.

4.1.2 Listing (selection of listing information)
On this tab, the instrument's listing information is stated.
This tab is only accessible if Listed on stock exchange/marketplace is ticked.

4.1.3 Interest (Interest information)
On this tab, the bond's interest information is stated.
This tab is only accessible if Fixed or Variable interest is selected in Interest type.
The tab is divided into four sections.

4.1.3.1



General interest information (see section 4.1.3.1).



The loan's characteristics for interest periods (see section 4.1.3.2).



Nominal interest rates (see section 4.1.3.3).



Trading interest (see section 4.1.3.4).

General interest information

If the loan is Non-amortisable, for technical reasons in the VP system Last interest due date must be
a date at least 40 years into the future.

4.1.3.2

The loan's characteristics for interest periods

The section is empty by default. Click on the Create button, and you will be taken to the Loan's
characteristics for interest periods screen. This states the specific characteristics that are the basis for
the calculation of the nominal interest rate.
One or several sets of characteristics must be created, covering all interest periods up to the Last
interest due date. There must be no gaps or overlap between Due date in one row and Start date in
the next row, or between Due date in the last row and Last interest due date.
If the loan has the same interest-rate fixing throughout its maturity, it is only necessary to register
one set of characteristics that can be repeated as the basis for all interest periods.
If the loan changes characteristics in terms of interest-rate fixing over time, several different sets of
characteristics must be created.
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If Up to last repeated due date is not equivalent to Last due date, a last odd coupon due date is
created automatically for the period between the two dates. This functionality is used if the last
interest period has a coupon period that varies from the loan's preceding coupon periods.
If the first interest period is odd, on the other hand, this period can be covered by the same set of
characteristics as cover the subsequent periods.
To create several rows, there are two options.
On clicking on the Create button, First start calculation date will be completed with To due date from
the last row.
On clicking on Copy in the function menu for a row, the fields in this row will be copied to the new
characteristics, and the dates must then be corrected.
When all characteristics for interest periods are complete and cover up to the Last interest due date,
the Simulate interest periods button is displayed. If you click on this, the Interest-rate information
screen is displayed, with the calculated interest periods.

4.1.3.3

Nominal interest rates

The section is empty by default. Click on the Create button, which leads you to the Nominal interest
rates screen.
At least one Nominal interest rate must be created.
For a fixed-interest-rate loan (Interest type is Fixed), Nominal interest rate must be stated on
creation, and the rate cannot be changed after the draft is registered in VP (see section 4.1.6 4.1.6).
For a variable-interest-rate loan (Interest type is Variable), there are two different situations,
depending on whether the loan has Diverging interest rate treatment.
Negative interest rates can be entered up to -9.99. Negative interest crediting is NOT handled in VP's
interest calculation, but in a special way as a Corporate Action.
Without Diverging interest rate treatment.
This means that the loan can have fluctuating interest rates, but the Nominal interest rate is always
known, and must be stated before a given interest period commences.
With Diverging interest rate treatment.
This means that the loan can have fluctuating interest rates and the interest rate is based on factors
which mean that the Nominal interest rate cannot be finally determined until after the interest
period has commenced, and often not until shortly before the interest falls due.
No later than the ex-coupon date, or 3 days before the due date if there is no ex-coupon period, the
final Annual nominal interest rate must be stated. Until the interest rate can be finally determined, a
provisional Nominal interest rate is created, which must be blank (unknown). In addition, a Trading
interest rate must be stated.

4.1.3.4

Trading interest rates

Click on the Create button, which takes you to the Trading interest rates screen.
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If Diverging interest rate treatment is not ticked, a first Trading interest rate equivalent to the stated
Nominal interest rate (the value can change) is created automatically.
If the loan is with Diverging interest rate treatment, at least one Trading interest rate must be
created, and it must be equivalent to or greater than zero.
Trading interest rate can be included in the paper's name if there is no Nominal interest rate for the
period.
Negative trading interest rates can be entered up to -9.99.
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4.1.4 Instalments (Instalment static data)
On this tab, the bond's redemption information is stated.
This tab is always accessible, except for a Non-amortisable bond.
For Bullet loans, where Same final due date for debtors and the Loan falls due in its entirety are
ticked, the Loan falls due in its entirety section (see section 4.1.4.1) is displayed, and otherwise
Redemption due dates are displayed (see sections 4.1.4.2 and 4.1.4.3)

4.1.4.1

The loan falls due in its entirety

Statement of information in connection with due date.

4.1.4.2

Redemption due dates – Special redemption rate

If ordinary instalments or extraordinary redemption are at another rate than 100, the rate and/or an
explanatory text must be stated. The stated rate for ordinary instalments applies to all of the
subsequent coupon due dates.
The calculated redemption rate for the individual coupon due date is stated up to the due date in
Special redemption rate (reporting of special redemption rate for a coupon due date - see section
6.1.7 6.1.7)

4.1.4.3

Redemption due dates - the loan's characteristics for redemption due dates

The section is empty by default. Click on the Create button, and you will be taken to the Loan's
characteristics for redemption due dates screen. This states the specific characteristics for the
coupon due dates.
One or several sets of characteristics must be created, covering all coupon due dates up to the
Maturity date.
If the loan has uniform coupon due dates throughout its maturity, it is only necessary to create one
set of characteristics.
If the loan changes coupon due date characteristics over time, however, several different sets of
characteristics must be created.
There must be no overlap between Last due date in one row and First due date in the next row.
To create several rows there are two options.
When you click on the Create button, the screen will be completed with standard values.
When you click on Copy in the function menu for a row, the fields in this row will be copied to the new
characteristics, and the dates must then be corrected.
When all characteristics up to Maturity date have been entered without overlap, the Simulate
redemption due dates button is displayed. If you click on this, the Redemption information screen is
displayed, with the calculated redemption due dates.
The first ordinary redemption must be stated when amortisation is Deferred, or for Bullet loans where
the same end due date for debtors is No.
All redemption due dates must correspond to an interest due date.
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4.1.5 Opening information
On this tab information is stated concerning issuance during the bond's opening period.
Opening information must be stated for annuity and serial loans for the entire opening period
(between Opening date and Closing date) in chronological order. There must be a row for each issue
period. If Closing date is not known, there must be at least one row.
Click on the Create button, which leads you to the Edit opening information screen.
Rows can be deleted by selecting Delete furthest to the right of the row.
See also section 2.9 for a description of effect concerning import of data to opening information.

4.1.6 Validation/Registration
When all information has been entered on the individual tabs, a cross-validation is made on this tab.
Click on the Validate button to perform validation. If there is an error, you are taken to the tab with
the error.
If the instrument is also to be listed on Nasdaq CPH, you must remember to copy the information to
the Nasdaq CPH draft when the validation is in order, and before registration in VP.
When the information has been validated, click on the Register button to send the bond for
Registration in VP.
When the bond has been registered, it will no longer appear in the list of drafts. You can change the
information via Search/Change bonds (see section 66).

4.2

Draft for Nasdaq CPH

The draft for Nasdaq CPH is divided into four parts, each of which has a tab. Click on the tabs to switch
between the different parts. To enter chronological information, click on the Next button at the
bottom of the tab.

4.2.1 Static data
On this tab, the bond's static data is stated.
If a VP draft has been created, it is possible to copy information from this to the Nasdaq CPH draft by
clicking on the Copy button.
Remember to copy before the bond is sent for registration in VP, but after it is validated as ok.
Fields that can be copied to are marked with the

icon.

Copying can take place several times, in which case existing data will be overwritten.
After copying, you must check the following fields as they can have other values in Nasdaq CPH.



Interest convention.



Conversion type.
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Redemption profile.



Index-linking of principal.



Bond type.

The rest of the information is entered.

4.2.2 Classification
On this tab, the bond's classification is stated.

4.2.3 Opening information
On this tab, the bond's opening information is stated.
See also section 2.9 for a description of effect concerning import of data to opening information.

4.2.4 Sending (Request for creation)
On this tab, the request for creation of the bond is sent.
When you click on Send, a mail is sent to OMX with a request to create the bond. At the same time,
Status at Nasdaq CPH is set as Request sent in the Overview of drafts screen.
If there is an error in the draft, Nasdaq CPH changes status to Rejected with error and sends a mail to
the issuing agent, who can then correct the error and send a new request to create the bond.
If the draft is in order, Nasdaq CPH changes status to Request approved and sends a mail to the
issuing agent.
When the bond has been created in Nasdaq CPH, Nasdaq CPH changes status to Registered in Nasdaq
CPH’s system and sends a mail to the issuing agent.
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5 List bond drafts (fondsportalen.dk)
To view a list of bond drafts for a given issuer in fondsportalen.dk, select the menu Bond drafts » List
bond drafts. When this menu item is selected, you are taken to the Search and select issuer
agreement function (see section 5.1), if you have several agreements, and otherwise you are taken
directly to the Overview of drafts screen (see section 5.25.2).

5.1

Search and select issuer agreement

In this screen, from the list you select the issuer agreement for which bond drafts are to be displayed.
You are then taken to the Overview of drafts screen (see section 5.2).

5.2

Overview of drafts

This screen displays information on the issuer from the selected agreement, together with a list of the
bond drafts for the issuer in question.
You have the following options in the function menu:



Display VP (see section 5.2.1 ).



Display Nasdaq CPH (see section 0 ).



Edit draft (see section 5.2.3 ).



Delete draft (see section 5.2.4 ).



Create Nasdaq CPH (see section 5.2.5 ).

5.2.1 Display VP
When this option is selected, you are taken to the Draft information for VP bond screen, where all
information on the draft for VP is displayed. All fields are locked and cannot be corrected.
If the list of interest periods is complete and error-free, the Simulate interest periods button will be
displayed in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. If you click on this, the Interest-rate
information screen is displayed, with the calculated interest periods.
If the list of redemption due dates is complete and error-free, the Simulate redemption due dates
button is displayed in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. If you click on this, the Redemption
information screen is displayed, with the calculated redemption due dates.

5.2.2 Display Nasdaq CPH
When this option is selected, you are taken to the Draft for NASDAQ CPH screen, where all
information concerning the draft for Nasdaq CPH is displayed. All fields are locked and cannot be
corrected.

5.2.3 Edit draft
When this option is selected, depending on whether a VP draft or a Nasdaq CPH draft exists, or both,
you are taken to the first tab for the draft in question. This means that:
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If both a VP draft and a Nasdaq CPH draft exist, you are taken to the first tab, Static data, on
the VP draft (see section 4.1 4). Click on the Draft for NASDAQ CPH link at the top of the
screen to go to the Nasdaq CPH draft.



If there is only a VP draft, you are taken to the first tab, Static data, on this draft (see section
4.1 4).



If there is only a Nasdaq CPH draft, you are taken to the first tab, Static data, on this draft (see
section 4.2).

5.2.4 Delete draft
If both VP and Nasdaq CPH have Draft status, the drafts are deleted in the Overview of drafts screen
and the ISIN is released. This means that the ISIN can be used again for a new draft.
If VP has the Draft status, but Nasdaq CPH has the Registered in Nasdaq CPH’s systems status, the
drafts are deleted.
If VP is not in the overview – either because the bond is only to be listed on Nasdaq CPH, or because
the bond is already registered in VP – and Nasdaq CPH has the Draft or Registered in Nasdaq CPH’s
systems status, the Nasdaq CPH draft is deleted.

5.2.5 Create Nasdaq CPH
If the Nasdaq CPH draft is missing, either because the paper was not created with Nasdaq CPH draft,
or because the Nasdaq CPH draft has been deleted by mistake, the Nasdaq CPH draft can be created
via this menu item.
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6 Search/Change bonds (VP Fondsregister)
To search bonds in VP Fondsregister, select the menu VP Fondsregister » Search/Change. When this
menu item is selected, you are taken to the general search screen, as described under section 2.2.
Under the Bonds tab you can search bonds for which you are issuing agent for. Then you can view
data for the bond and select to update information for the bond in VP Fondsregister.
The bond information in Nasdaq CPH must be updated via Nasdaq CPH.

6.1

Opportunities in search result

Clicking on a bond in the list displays a function menu. There will be the following opportunities,
depending on the loan's information and status, as you will only be shown the actions that you have
access to perform for the bond in question:



Edit draft (see section 5.2.3).



Display details (display all details for this instrument – see section 6.1.1 )



Master data (correct master data for this bond – see section 6.1.2 6.1.2)



Listing information (maintain listing information – see section 6.1.3)



Interest rates (reporting of interest rates – see section 6.1.4 )



Interest information (change of interest information – see section 6.1.5 6.1.5)



Instalment information (instalment master data – see section 6.1.6 )



Special redemption rate (reporting of special redemption rate for a coupon due date – see
section 6.1.7 6.1.7)



Opening information (maintenance of opening information – see section 6.1.8 6.1.8)



Maturity (change of maturity – see section 6.1.9 6.1.9)



Close bond (see section 6.1.10 6.1.10)

6.1.1 Display details
After clicking on Display details in the function menu you are taken to the registered information for
VP bond screen. For the row ticked, the registered information for VP is displayed.

6.1.2 Static data
After clicking on Static data in the function menu, you are taken to the VP bond static data screen.
Some of the bond's static data can be changed.

6.1.3 Listing information
After clicking on Listing information in the function menu, you are taken to the Maintenance of listing
information screen. This can be changed, added and deleted.
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When a stock exchange/marketplace no longer applies, Last listing date must be updated.

6.1.4 Interest rates
After clicking on Interest rates in the function menu, you are taken to the Reporting of interest rates
screen.
Only interest rates (nominal and trading interest rates) for variable-interest bonds can be reported
(Interest type is Variable) (See sections 4.1.3.3 4.1.3.3 and 4.1.3.4 4.1.3.4). Negative interest rates can
be entered up to -9.99.
For loans without Diverging interest-rate treatment a new interest rate can be reported for a/several
future interest period(s).
For loans with Diverging interest-rate treatment a Nominal interest rate that is blank (Unknown) can
be changed to the final value. At the same time, a new Nominal interest rate must be created for the
subsequent period. If the value is unknown, the field is blank. As a consequence, a new Trading
interest rate must also be reported.
If the rate is to be changed later than ten days before the due date, you must contact VP CSD Services.
Switching from positive interest to negative nominal interest (and vice versa) will not be accepted if
the interest batch has started.

6.1.5 Interest information
After clicking on Interest information in the function menu, you are taken to the Change of interest
rate information screen.
It is possible to change General interest information and Interest periods (See sections 4.1.3.1 4.1.3.1
and 4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2).
Rows that have been changed are marked with a preceding *.
Rows for which the Due date has passed are greyed out and cannot be changed.
Changes to be in force as from the same day must be updated before 12:00.
Clicking on the Display button displays the information before the change.
Clicking on the Simulate interest periods button displays the interest periods equivalent to the
changes entered.

6.1.6 Instalment information
After clicking on Instalment information in the function menu, you are taken to the Instalment static
data screen.
Bullet loans that mature in their entirety can be changed to be included in redemption if the tick in
Same final due date for all debtors or the Loan matures in its entirety is deleted, after which
Redemption due dates must be stated (see section 4.1.4.2 4.1.4.2). No changes can be made if the
investor has been advised (Advice date on expiry has passed).
Loan matures in its entirety can only be ticked if no redemption has taken place yet (first Redemption date
has not been reached).
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For bonds with redemption, Redemption due dates can be changed (see section 4.1.4.2 4.1.4.2).
Rows that have been changed are marked with a preceding *. These changes are not saved until Save
is clicked on for Redemption information.
Rows for which the Final due date has passed are greyed out and cannot be changed.
If the First due date has passed, only the Aforementioned rules apply up to and including the due date
field can be changed.
Clicking on the Display button displays the information before the change.
Clicking on the Simulate redemption due dates button displays the coupon due dates equivalent to
the changes entered.

6.1.7 Special redemption rate
After clicking on Special redemption rate in the function menu you are taken to the Reporting special
redemption rate for a coupon due date screen.
Authorisation can be granted solely for this function.
Due date is selected from the list of dates to which changes are possible (redemption may not be in
progress). The calculated redemption rate is entered.
Note. If Special rate for ordinary redemptions is subsequently changed before the redemption has
run, Special redemption rate will be overwritten. In some cases, this can also take place by changing
the Loan's characteristics for redemption due dates.

6.1.8 Opening information
After clicking on Opening information in the function menu, you are taken to the Maintenance of
opening information screen.
The registered opening information can be changed in accordance with current validations - possibly
with the import of own data as described in section 2.9.

6.1.9 Maturity
Clicking on Maturity in the function menu takes you to the Change of bond maturity screen, where a
bond's remaining maturity can be shortened or extended.
If the final redemption of a bond is in progress, the maturity cannot be changed. This period starts on
the day after the Advice date for bullet loans and on the Redemption date, for the last coupon due
date, for annuity and serial loans.
If redemption is in progress, annuity and serial loans cannot be shortened to the current coupon
period.
If the remaining maturity is changed, it must be stated whether a notification of unforeseen
redemption must be sent to all bond holders - including those that have declined notifications.
The interest and instalment information must be matched to the changed maturity. On clicking on
Next, the function will continue to these functions automatically.
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If the bond accrues interest, the Last interest due date on the Interest tab will be set as the new
Maturity date, but can be changed to an earlier date.
The changed Interest and Instalment information will not be updated until you click on Save.

6.1.10 Maintain desired amount for redemption
It is possible to register a desired amount for redemption for bonds with mathematical redemption
provided that your Master User has given you access to ST20050 Administration of drawing
specification or ST20142 Administration of drawing specification – 4- eyes.
After a click on the bond search list on Maintain desired amount to redemption you will be led to a
screen as below where you will be presented with the bond’s first coming maturity date with an
associated future or current publication date. You must enter a self-selected sender reference and the
desired amount for redemption, and whether the final redemption percentage should be published
via Nasdaq CPH.

After entering this information press Save and the transaktion will be sent directly to VP or to the
transaction que waiting for approval.
If you access bond where there already as an amount ready for redemption, the amount together
with the Nasdaq CPH delivery code will appear together with the current general ledger and a
preliminary calculated percentage.

It it possible to correct these information up until the publication date by Saving them with a new
Sender reference as described above.

6.1.11 Close bond
If there are no holdings in the bond's general ledger, the bond can be closed - otherwise the maturity
must be shortened.
If there are several possible reason codes, the applicable code is selected.
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6.2 Import interest rates
The import interest rates facility provides the option to update coming interest rates for many bonds
at the same time.
The import interest rates facility is not automatically allocated to all issuing agents, but can be
ordered from VP CSD Services, where your Master User just needs to request subscription for services
ST20137 and ST20138.
Service ST20137 gives access to immediate import of interest rates. Service ST20138 places the
imported data in your Transaction queue for subsequent approval – either by yourself or subject to
the 4-eyes principle's requirements.
Negative interest rates are NOT permitted in import interest rates, but are rejected and must be
entered manually via the system.

6.2.1 Users with access to import interest rates
Users who are granted access by the Master User to import interest rates will receive a special menu
item in the Fondsregister menu. This will lead to the Import interest rates screen, cf. the example in
Figure 11:

Figure 11. Import interest rates – menu item and screen.

Under the Help menu item, users with Import interest rates will also get access to the Transaction
queue guide, which describes the approval process' last phase for users that MAY be subject to the 4eyes principle.

6.2.2 Interest rate import process
The screen in Figure 11 displays the
icon that you can click on for help with the import process, and
from where you can also download an example of a correctly formatted EXCEL spreadsheet, which
can be used to establish data for interest rate import.

Figure 12. The interest rate file's content in the example for download.
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Based on the user's data file, interest rate import takes place in 4 or 5 stages that must all be
completed correctly so as to progress:



Review and select file for import



Import the selected file (with format validation)



Validate all interest rates in the selected file (access to update and correct data)



Save all interest rates in the selected file (data is sent – possibly to Transaction queue)



Download receipt (status of ”saved” data)



Send interest rates from Transaction queue

6.2.3 Review and select file for import
By activating the Review button you can search and select the correct data file, so that the file name
appears in the screen:

6.2.4 Import the selected file
By activating the Import button a format test of the file is performed. If this is successful, data is
imported to the screen – with permitted data marked in green.

If all rows in the file are in order, you will have access to the Validate all trade rates button.

6.2.5 Validate all interest rates
Activating the Validate all trade rates button tests the information on the screen against what you
have access to import and correct in the Fondsregister. If there are errors, the incorrect observation
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will be marked with a red box, with a reason stated under Comments (e.g. format error in an
imported minus interest rate).

Even if there is just one red box marked, you must correct/delete this data line from your data file and
import it again.
When all interest rates have been validated as OK, you will have access to the ”Save all interest rates”
button:

6.2.6 Save all interest rates
Activating the Save all interest rates button will approve your data to be sent to VP. If you have been
granted access to import with the 4-eyes principle (ST20138), the interest rates are sent to the
transaction queue, from where they must be approved before being sent for updating in VP. You will
receive comments on this and will be able to view the Transaction queue indicator in the screen's
right-hand corner, with the number of transactions in the queue.
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After successfully saving the interest rates, the "Download receipt" button will be activated, with the
receipt containing the data saved.

6.2.7 Send transactions from Transaction queue
The Transaction queue's content is displayed after clicking on Transaction queue - the text in the top
right-hand corner. You can then get to this screen:

To send from the Transaction queue to VP, you must select/tick the required types and click on Send
to an overview using a Send button.
If you are subject to the 4-eyes principle, you cannot tick transactions that were last corrected by
yourself.
A guide to use of the Transaction queue can be found under Help – Guides, but only if you are subject
to this.
NOTE: As a starting point, the Transaction queue must be empty. When you see it in your vp.ONLINE
screen, this indicates that something needs to be sorted out for you.
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7 Share, unit trust certificate & warrant drafts (VP
Fondsregister)
For each instrument type the draft is divided into four parts, which each have a tab. You can click on
the tabs to switch between the different parts.
There is automatic Save whenever you switch to another tab. You can also save by clicking on the
Save button, which is found in the bottom right-hand corner of all tabs. After clicking on Save you will
stay in the tab in question.

7.1 Static data
For all fields, there are online help texts. See section 2.4 for a description.
Common for all instruments is:
VP publication date:
On this date, the information concerning the instrument is published by VP.
Condition:
The information stated in this field is used to generate the paper's name. If this field is changed, both
the long and short versions of the paper's name are changed automatically.

7.1.1 Shares
Here, you can state the share's master data. Some of the information is included in the formation of
the CFI code. This concerns the following fields:
Votes per share
Issued shares fully paid up

7.1.2 Unit trust certificates
Here, you can state the unit trust certificate's static data. Some of the information is included in the
formation of the CFI code. This concerns the following fields:
Issue profile
Dividend policy
Investment profile

7.1.3 Warrant
Here, you can state the warrant's static data. Some of the information is included in the formation of
the CFI code. This concerns the following fields:
Exercise to
Exercise type
Call/put
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7.2 Listing
On this tab, the paper's listing information is stated.
This tab is only accessible if Listed on stock exchange/marketplace is ticked on the static data tab.

7.3 Conversion to another CSD
This tab is only open if the Also issued outside VP field is ticked for the instrument.
When the conversion instructions are completed and the data entered may be read by the market,
the Conversion instructions entered for display field is ticked, so that the information is generally
available.
If you do not wish the instructions entered to be displayed to the market, or you need to edit
instructions already entered, you must not tick Conversion instructions entered for display. This will
give you access to the tab, and you can edit the text.

7.4 Validation/Registration
When all information has been entered on the individual tabs, a cross-validation is made on this tab.
Click on the Validate button to perform validation. If there is an error, you are taken to the tab with
the error.
When the information has been validated without errors, click on the Book enter button to send the
instrument for book entry in VP.
When the instrument has been book entered, it will no longer appear in the list of drafts. You can
change the information via Search/Change shares, etc., see section 8.
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8 Search/Change shares, etc. (VP Fondsregister)
To change the information for instruments that are shares, unit trust certificates or warrants, whether
they are drafts or published/book entered, you must search the instrument.
To search instruments in VP Fondsregister, select the menu VP Fondsregister » Search/Change. When
this menu item is selected, you are taken to the general search screen. See section 2.2 for a
description.
By searching under the Shares, Unit trust certificates or Warrants tabs, you can find the respective
types of instruments for which you are the issuing agent. Then you can see/display data for the
instrument or select to update the information for the instrument in the VP Fondsregister.

8.1

Opportunities in the search result

Clicking on a row in the list displays a function menu. There will be the following options, depending
on instrument type and status, and you will only see the actions that you are authorised to perform
for the instrument in question:



Display details (display all details for this instrument – see section 8.1.1)



Edit (change the existing information - see section 8.1.2)



Close (close instrument - see section 8.1.3)



Delete (delete a draft - see section 8.1.4)

8.1.1 Display details
After clicking on Display details in the function menu you are taken to the Display screen. For the row
ticked, the registrered information in VP is displayed.

8.1.2 Edit
After clicking on Edit in the function menu you are taken to a screen that matches the selected
instrument type and its status. Here, it will be possible to change the information already given for
shares, unit trust certificates and warrants.
For each instrument type the screen to enter information is grouped as four parts, which each have a
tab. You can click on the tabs to switch between the different parts. For descriptions of the respective
tabs, see section 7, in which it is described how the information for drafts is reported. Changes in
information for registrered instruments are reported according to the same principle.
There is automatic Save whenever you switch to another tab. You can also save by clicking on the
Save button, which is found in the bottom right-hand corner of all tabs. After clicking on Save you will
stay in the tab in question.

8.1.2.1

Drafts

If the instrument has not yet been published, all of the information can be changed, including the
actual publication date.
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8.1.2.2

Registered/published

On and after the publication date, it is not possible to change Denomination and Currency.
Furthermore, it is not possible to change the actual publication date, if publication has taken place.

8.1.3 Close
After clicking on Close in the function menu, you are taken to the Close instrument screen. In this
screen you must state a closing date and the reason for closing.
Instruments can only be closed if the general ledger is at zero.
When the instrument has been closed, the information can no longer be changed. If you have closed
an instrument by mistake, you must contact VP CSD Services, which can re-open the instrument for
you.

8.1.4 Delete draft
This function is only accessible for instruments with draft status.
After clicking on Delete in the function menu, a screen appears in which you must verify that you wish
to delete the draft. Clicking on OK deletes the draft, which will not be displayed in the list of drafts. At
the same time, the ISIN is released, which means that the ISIN can be used again for a new draft
under the same agreement.
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9 Maintain interest community
This section concerns maintaining interest community, which is part of bonds' static data. Can be
accessed via the "Fondsregister" menu.

9.1

List interest community

On selecting the menu item, you will be taken to the Select issuer agreement function, if you have
several agreements, where you can select the issuer agreement which the interest community
concerns. If there is only one issuer agreement, you are taken directly to the screen.

The Retrieve agreement button is used if you wish to select another issuer agreement for which you
are responsible.

9.2

Maintain interest community

The Create button leads to the screen below. You can use the help texts to add data.
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When you have created one or several interest communities, they are displayed in the List interest
community screen.

From here, you can select Edit or Delete in the function menu.

NB! An interest community cannot be deleted for as long as it is used for registered bonds.
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10 Issues/redemptions under Fondsregister
This section concerns the issuing agent's opportunity to establish issuance and redemptions, with the
option to search submitted issuance and redemption transactions. The precondition is that the user in
vp.ONLINE™ is given access to Service ST20006 and ST20026 (to achieve the 4-eyes principle).
The functionality can be accessed via the "Fondsregister" menu.

10.1 Establish issue/redemption
When the menu item is selected, you will be taken to the following screen:

When you, as a minimum, have completed the fields marked * and clicked on”Establish” the
transaction will be sent to the Transaction queue (if 4-eyes principle) or directly for updating in VP
without the 4-eyes principle.
See more about the Transaction queue in section 6.2.7.
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You will only be able to issue and redeem securities for which you are the issuing agent for in the
Fondsregister, just as, for redemptions, you must also be the issuing agent in order to be able to
update the stated securities account.

10.2 Search issue/redemption
When the menu item is selected, this takes you to the following screen, where the starting point will
be a search within the last week:

Enter any further search criteria, after which activation of Search will find transactions which you have
access to view as notifier and/or power of attorney holder, and that otherwise fulfil your stated
search criteria. The Reset button returns the search criteria to the starting point.
The result of your search will be presented in a search list with an introductory colour indicator for
the transaction's status, and a number of additional facts. Green indicates completed; Yellow
indicates waiting; while Red indicates that the transaction has been rejected.
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With mouse-over on/ticking of each line in the search list, by activating Display (shown on the right)
you can view all information concerning the transaction.
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